


PART 1

EAST HAMPSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL

PLANNING COMMITTEE
REPORT OF THE HEAD OF PLANNING

Applications to be determined by the
Council as the Local Planning Authority

PS.482/2017
23 March 2017

SECTION 1 – SCHEDULE OF APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

  
Item No.: 01
The information, recommendations and advice contained in this report are correct as at the 
date of preparation, which is more than one week in advance of the Committee meeting. 
Because of the time constraints some reports may have been prepared in advance of the final 
date given for consultee responses or neighbour comments.  Any changes or necessary 
updates to the report will be made orally at the Committee meeting.

PROPOSAL Use of land for the stationing of caravans for residential purposes 
and the formation of hardstanding and dayrooms (as amplified by 
emails dated 23/12/16 & 1/2/17)

LOCATION: Land West of Brambles, Willis Lane, Four Marks, Alton
REFERENCE 56027/001 PARISH: Four Marks
APPLICANT: Mr & Mrs Hughes
CONSULTATION 
EXPIRY :

18 January 2017

APPLICATION EXPIRY : 20 March 2017
COUNCILLOR(S): Cllr D Jackson, Cllr I Thomas
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: PERMISSION



This application is included on the agenda at the discretion of the Head of Planning.

Site & Development

The site, which is basically flat, falls outside the defined settlement policy boundary of Four 
Marks, which lies approximately 1.5 kilometres to the north-west. This site is a field, with trees 
and vegetation along the front boundary. Vehicular access is from Willis Lane. The site is 
within Flood Zone 1 and the South Downs National Park lies to the east, at the junction of 
Willis Lane and Headmore/Telegraph Lane, around 500 metres from the site.

The general character of Willis Lane is rural with sporadic and ribbon residential development 
with some commercial activities.

The proposal is for two gypsy pitches, providing a total of four caravans, (two static and two 
tourers), two utility/day buildings and associated hard surfacing. The size of the single storey 
brick and slate roofed utility/day buildings is shown to be 5m x 8m (i.e. 40 sq m) x 4.5m, which 
would provide a kitchen/day room, wash room and bathroom. The applicant has advised that 
the ancillary utility/day buildings would provide facilities to enable the occupants of the 
caravans to minimise the recognised hazards associated with cooking and fire in the close 
confines of caravans. They would also provide facilities for washing and bathing and the 
maintenance of basic hygiene.

The application is not for named occupiers, but if granted would be for the general 
gypsy/traveller community.   

A similar proposal was granted planning permission under reference 56027 on land 
immediately adjacent to the west, hereinafter referred to as 'the west development'. This 
permission has been implemented as relevant  conditions have been complied with and 
grounds works have commenced, albeit the site is unoccupied at the time of writing the 
report. This  site was the subject of a further proposal, for the change of use of land to provide 
tourist accommodation units including 4 ecopods and two cabins, with parking under 
reference 56027/002, which was refused.

Relevant Planning History - West Development

56027 - Change of use of land for the stationing of caravans for residential purposes with 
the formation of hardstanding and detached utility/day rooms.  Permission 
07/04/2016  

56027/002 - Change of use of land to provide tourist accommodation units including 4 
ecopods and two cabins, with parking.  Refused 24/02/2017



Development Plan Policies and Proposals

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (2014)

CP2 - Spatial Strategy
CP6 - Rural economy and enterprise
CP15 - Gypsies, Travellers & Travelling Showpeople
CP16 - Protection and provision of social infrastructure
CP18 - Provision of open space, sport and recreation and built facilities
CP19 - Development in the countryside
CP29 - Design
CP31 – Transport

Medstead and Four Marks Neighbourhood Plan (2016)

Policy 1 – Spatial Plan
Policy 11 – Sustainable Drainage Systems

Planning Policy Constraints and Guidance

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

Section 3 – Supporting a prosperous rural economy.
Section 6 – Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes.
Section 7 – Requiring good design.
Section 8 – Promoting healthy communities.
Section 11 – Conserving and enhancing the natural environment.

Village Design Statement - Four Marks Village Design Statement - non statutory planning 
guidance that has been the subject of public consultation and therefore is a material planning 
consideration.

Planning Policy for Traveller Sites 2015

Consultations and Parish Council comments

EHDC Planning Policy - No objection.  Whilst there are two applications in this location, they 
are separate applications and relate to different pieces of land, albeit the sites are adjacent. 
The application for two new pitches (56027/001) is made by the applicant of the approved two 
pitches (planning permission 56027 on which proposal 56027/002 proposes ecopods and 
cabins – submitted by a different applicant). 

Each application should be considered on its own merit, in accordance with the development 
plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 



Planning history

Change of use of land for the stationing of caravans for residential purposes with the 
formation of hardstanding and detached utility/day rooms, approved April 2016 (56027). It is 
understood that the permission has been implemented and remains live to either be 
completed, or superseded by an alternative permission when implemented. This relates to the 
land on which the tourist accommodation is proposed (56027/002).

National Planning Policy 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The main focus of plan making is to meet identified development needs where possible, in a 
sustainable way. To this end, one of the key planning principles listed in the NPPF includes 
reference to making sure every effort is objectively made to identifying and then meeting the 
housing, business and other development needs of the area. 

With specific regard to housing, the NPPF says:

“To deliver a wide choice of high quality homes, widen opportunities for home ownership and 
create sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities, local planning authorities should: 

plan for a mix of housing based on current and future demographic trends, market trends and 
the needs of different groups in the community (such as, but not limited to, families with 
children, older people, people with disabilities, service families and people wishing to build 
their own homes);"
Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS, 2015)

Whilst the NPPF refers to the needs of different groups in the community, planning policy 
regarding Traveller accommodation is addressed in PPTS. PPTS is national planning policy 
and is read alongside the NPPF.   The NPPF and PPTS are material planning considerations. 

With regards to plan making, PPTS requires councils to set targets in development plans 
which address the likely need, and maintain a five year supply of deliverable land for traveller 
pitches. 

With regards to decision taking, policy H sets out criteria for consideration. This includes the 
existing level of local provision and need for sites and the availability (or lack) of alternative 
accommodation for the applicants. Information to assist with the consideration of these criteria 
is provided further on. 

Part of Policy H, states, “Local planning authorities should very strictly limit new traveller site 



development in open countryside that is away from existing settlements or outside areas 
allocated in the development plan. Local planning authorities should ensure that sites in rural 
areas respect the scale of, and do not dominate, the nearest settled community, and avoid 
placing an undue pressure on the local infrastructure.”  There are three separate 
considerations identified in this paragraph, firstly whether the site is within open countryside; 
secondly, the site’s relationship to the nearest settled community and thirdly, whether ‘undue’ 
pressure is placed on local infrastructure.  The existing presence of traveller accommodation 
in an area, or a potential disproportionate distribution of traveller accommodation across the 
district does not necessarily result in proposals of additional traveller accommodation in such 
a locality being contrary to this part of Policy H. 

Annex 1 of PPTS defines traveller for planning purposes, and provides criteria to assist with 
this consideration. 

Development Plan

The Development Plan includes the saved Policies of the East Hampshire District Local Plan: 
Second Review (March 2006) and the Joint Core Strategy Policies. 

Policy CP19 Development in the Countryside of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS) operates a 
general restraint on certain types of development outside the settlement policy boundaries 
unless there is a genuine and proven need for a countryside location. Gypsy and traveller 
sites are normally located within countryside locations and, therefore, are generally 
considered to be an exception to the general restraint imposed on certain types of 
development located outside of settlement policy boundaries.

Policy CP15 Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 
sets out the criteria for which permanent sites for Gypsies , Travellers and Travelling 
Showpeople will be permitted. Regard should be had to each of these relevant criteria – 
information regarding need is set out further on. The policy also states that site allocations will 
be made in the Local Plan, noting the need as identified in the Gypsy and Traveller 
Accommodation Assessment (GTAA) 2013. 

Local Development Scheme (LDS) November 2016

Work is underway to prepare Local Plan part 3 - Development Management and other 
allocations. The timescales for key stages are set out below. 

 Public consultation on draft Development Management Policies and Other 
Allocations Plan and Sustainability Appraisal (Reg 18) – March 2018

 Statutory Publication of Pre-submission Plan and final SA (Reg 19) – Sept 2018
 Submission – Jan 2019. 

Part 3 will allocate land for traveller accommodation, with regards to the identified need. 

Evidence base



The Council’s current understanding of need is based on a relatively recent GTAA published 
in 2013 for Hampshire.  It is the intention to update the GTAA 2013 for East Hampshire, 
primarily due to the changes that were made to national planning policy (Planning Policy for 
Traveller Sites, PPTS) in 2015. A PPTS compliant needs assessment will inform any future 
policy updates. The update to the GTAA 2013 has started and is scheduled to be finalised by 
June 2017. Once published, this will replace the East Hampshire section of the Hampshire 
GTAA 2013. Whilst the Hampshire GTAA 2013 is in part dated due to the changes to PPTS, it 
is considered to be the best current source to provide a clear understanding of needs in East 
Hampshire (as required by National Planning Policy Framework, para 159). 

Existing level of local provision and need for sites (including five year supply)

As documented in the GTAA, as at April 2013 there were 25 pitches identified in the district. 
There have been planning permissions granted since April 2013, which adds to this number. 

The GTAA 2013 identifies a need for 18 traveller pitches by 2017, an additional two pitches 
by 2022 and an additional two pitches by 2027, totalling 22 pitches overall. 

Since 2012 (the base date of the GTAA 2013), there have been 12 pitches granted 
permanent planning permission. Given that the GTAA 2013 identifies a need for 18 new 
pitches between 2012 and 2017, by this calculation, six pitches are therefore needed by 
2017, and 10 pitches overall. Whilst consideration of appeal decisions shows that such 
calculations are generally made using the GTAA base date, it is noted that the Local Plan 
base date is 2011 (plan period 2011- 2028). If the same calculation were done using the 
Local Plan base date, 14 pitches have been granted planning permission since then, resulting 
in a need for four pitches by 2017, and eight pitches overall. Either way, there is an identified 
unmet need for pitches in the district. (note, permissions since 2011 have been re-assessed 
as part of the evidence base informing the Local Plan part 3. These figures are the current 
understanding of pitches granted planning permissions and thus outstanding need). 

Only sites that are considered deliverable within the next five years should be included in the 
five year supply. PPTS says that to meet this criteria, a site should be “available now, offer a 
suitable location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that 
housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in particular that development of the 
site is viable. Sites with planning permission should be considered deliverable until 
permission expires, unless there is clear evidence that schemes will not be implemented 
within five years, for example they will not be viable, there is no longer a demand for the type 
of units or sites have long term phasing plans.” 

At present, sufficient sites to meet the need over the next five years, which meet these 



specific criteria are not identified for traveller pitches.  Work is underway to update the GTAA 
and allocate sites in Local Plan part 3 (due for adoption October 2019). Whilst the permission 
granted for two pitches in April 2016 (56027) is not yet complete, it does contribute towards 
the five year land supply. Whilst there is a pending application for its loss, it is understood that 
the pending application for tourism accommodation is not submitted by the original 
applicant/landowner. The deliverability of these approved pitches will be further considered as 
site assessment and allocations are prepared in Local Plan part 3. 

PPTS says, “If a local planning authority cannot demonstrate an up–to-date five year supply 
of deliverable sites, this should be a significant material consideration in any subsequent 
planning decision when considering applications for the grant of temporary planning 
permission.” The absence of an up–to-date five year supply of deliverable sites is a material 
planning consideration. 

The availability (or lack) of alternative accommodation 
As referenced, Policy H of PPTS lists issues that should be considered when determining 
planning applications for Traveller accommodation. One of those issues is, “the availability (or 
lack) of alternative accommodation for the applicants.”  Whilst a named permission is not 
proposed, it is note worthy that there is no known available alternative traveller 
accommodation in the district. The adjoining site that benefits from planning permission for 
two pitches is not yet complete. 

Summary
There is an identified need for Traveller pitches in the district and an absence of a five year 
land supply. The approved existing pitches contribute towards supply.  The accommodation 
on the site helps to meet a very specific identified need, for which the Council is  required to 
plan for in its development plan.

The loss of such pitches should be resisted, in accordance with aims of NPPF and PPTS to 
assess and plan for the accommodation needs of different groups in the community.  Loss of 
these pitches requires additional pitches to be allocated elsewhere through the Local Plan 
part 3 – for which it is not currently known if there are sufficient suitable, available and 
deliverable sites. Such a loss could set a precedent and result in further losses.  Even if the 
current owner did not wish to complete the approved pitches, the site could be sold to a 
member of the traveller community to implement and reside, thus retaining the use and 
contribution towards meeting need. 

The Council is actively assessing the need for Traveller accommodation in the district and is 
looking to make appropriate provision in the Local Plan part 3. Dependent on evidence of 
need and site assessments, the Local Plan part 3 may safeguard existing traveller sites to 
ensure suitable sites are not lost to other uses. 

Highway Authority - No objection.  Having regard to the above planning application the 



Highway Authority have no further comments to add to the response for 56027 dated 16th 
December 2015 which relates to a similar proposal but with the addition of 2 mobile homes 
and 2 touring caravans. Furthermore, this must still comply with the conditions set out in the 
previous response.

Landscape Officer - No objection.  If this extension is approved, a revised landscape plan 
would be required including native hedge and tree planting on the north boundary.

Drainage Consultant - No objection.  The proposal will generate increased run-off which must 
be controlled on site and not increase flood risk elsewhere. Ground conditions are likely to be 
clay overlying chalk and should be suitable for infiltration techniques. No objections in 
principle subject to satisfactory drainage systems for both foul and surface water. These can 
be covered by Conditions DR02 and DR04, supported by a detailed drainage layout, run-off 
calculations for the peak rainfall event and site percolation tests to BRE 365. Full details of 
the package sewage treatment plant and associated soakaway will also be required.

Environmental Health - No objection, subject to condition regarding unsuspected 
contamination if found on site.

Four Mark Parish Council -  Objection

The Parish Council wish to object to this application based on the following reasons:

The previous application (56027) for two pitches on the same site granted permission on 7th 
April 2016, although hard standing has been laid, there has been no further development or 
occupancy, therefore as there does not appear to be a noticeable need in this location for two 
pitches, cannot see the justification for applying for an additional two pitches.

The site is outside the settlement policy boundary, and with no close access to public 
transport, local facilities and schools, therefore cannot be considered as sustainable under 
DCLG Planning Policy for traveller sites published in August 2015 and JCS Local Plan Policy 
CP15.

The Parish Council, when notified of the permission granted of 56027, were of the opinion 
that the planning officer did not give correct weight balance between benefits and impact as 
defined in NPPF, PPTS 2015, GTTA 2013 and EHDC Background Paper Gypsies, Travellers 
& Travelling Show people June 2015. We also noted that the Planning Policy Officers had 
concerns that the allocations process was not complete, and that it would be premature to 
approve this site until the study is concluded. Subsequently the Parish Council detailed their 
concerns to Mr Simon Jenkins, Head of Planning. We have major concerns that any further 
permissions would still be premature. 

Whilst it is acknowledged that the local authority currently has a shortfall in gypsy and 



travellers sites, this should not be a reason to grant permission to an area that cannot clearly 
demonstrate a need, with two further sites already provided in the small-service centre 
location of Four Marks, additional sites could be considered as gross over-delivery.

The landscape proposals are not detailed enough and do not provide adequate screening and 
therefore not compliant with policies CP15 and CP19.

Concerns were expressed on the previous application that the proposed site has the potential 
to expand, which would cause significant harm to the surroundings, and in less than a year an 
additional application has been received to effectively double the size of the site. We have 
continued concerns that yet further pitches could be applied for at the rear of the site. 

Should the planning officer, however, be minded to grant this application, the Parish Council 
would request that conditions are applied to this application, in that the site remains 
residential and at no time should there be any commercial activity. They would also ask 
please that the landscape proposals are greatly enhanced to provide adequate screening 
from all aspects and that the remainder of the land remains agricultural preventing any 
additional development of the site. 

Notwithstanding the above condition request, the Parish Council respectfully asks that the 
Planning Officer refuses this application. 

Representations

29 objections have been received raising the following concerns:

a) Consolidation of more sites into this small area would be over bearing and dominant to 
the settled community - settled community is being marginalised in this area & not treated 
in an equitable way - would result in 5 pitches in Willis Lane - representing almost 20% of 
the District's total need - disproportionate number in a rural location and within Willis Lane 
that has less than 20 regular residential sites - is this fair? - other sites must be available - 
village already had a tremendous amount of new building - Janeland never been a true 
traveller site and scarcely used - adjacent site only just started and is an eyesore - 
unproven need in the area - perceived need for sites must be reviewed before any new 
permission granted - applicant offered this site for sale to anyone - sell application site to 
highest bidder - adjacent site offered to Mr Timms - hence his application for a change of 
use - can occupiers be named travellers? - should remain as agricultural land - back door 
route for a housing application.

b) Assessment of need relying on out of date statistics which is unsound - should be based 
on up to date evidence if such proposals to be considered - shortage of pitches unclear - 
if application granted - confidence in planning policy would be gone - proposal does not 
meet Planning Policy requirements - travellers are subject to the same constraints as 
settled citizens. 



c) Fully support the numerous objections of the Parish Council - correct procedure should be 
followed when this matter is considered by the Planning Committee - voting flawed last 
time. Objections should be equitably represented - not paraphrased as previously

d) Condition on the adjacent site limits the number of caravans to control the use of the land 
and in the interests of amenity - this proposal is contrary to what the Council has vetoed - 
the approved development should be completed and its impact assessed and considered 
before approving further development - concerns were raised when the approved 
development was considered that the use would be extended which is the case - work to 
the approved site detracts from the character of the Lane - application leave the option for 
further land to rear to be developed.

e) Inappropriate development on a Greenfield site - proposal would be completely out-of-
character and not in keeping with street scene - lane populated with relatively large 
houses -  no indication on the number of sites - greater visual impact and increase in 
noise/nuisance associated with the higher occupancy unacceptable intrusion/materially 
affect the appearance of area - resultant environmental damage to site and surrounding 
area - need to conserve the area - disturbance  cause considerable demonstrable harm;

f) Hard surfacing areas liable to increase rainwater run-off - no main drainage - concerns 
over the sewage disposal and available funds to complete the works.

g) Unsustainable location - site not within reasonable distance of public transport or other 
necessary amenities - lead to increase traffic generation

h) Willis Lane is narrows -volume of traffic dangerous and inconvenient for pedestrian and 
other highway users.

i) Detrimental affect on business.

1 representation of support raising the following issues:

a)  Accords with local and national policy - GTAA13 must be statistics applied - no alternative 
data available - unreasonable to wait potentially for a year for a review - Government 
encourages small site

b) No over delivery  of sites to the area - total of 6 - one quarter of 1% of the household 
count within Four Marks - shortfall of 8 pitches.

c) Application assessed on own merits - conditions have to be complied with, as appears to 
be the case with the adjacent development.

Determining Issues

1) Planning Policy for Traveller Sites and the principle of the development
2) JCS  Policy CP15 - Gypsies, travellers and travelling showpeople 
3) Progress of site allocations
4) Visual impact
5) Impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties
6) Highway issues
7) Drainage
8) Representations 



Planning Considerations 

1) Planning Policy for Traveller Sites and the principle of the development

A considerable number of objections have been received from the local community, a precis 
of which is set out in this report. Due regard has been given to these objections and all other 
material planning considerations, when assessing the proposal.

The site is located within the countryside, outside of the settlement boundary. Joint Core 
Strategy (JCS) Policy CP19, Development in the Countryside, operates a general restraint on 
certain types of development outside the settlement policy boundaries unless there is a 
genuine and proven need for a countryside location. Gypsy and traveller sites are normally 
located within countryside locations and, therefore, are generally considered to be an 
exception to the general restraint imposed on certain types of development located outside of 
settlement policy boundaries.  The supporting text of CP19 states that the countryside needs 
to be protected for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty. CP19 is considered NPPF 
compliant, and is in an up to date Development Plan (2014). NPPF Core planning principle 
says that planning should recognise that intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. As 
such, CP19 carries full weight. 

The Government published its Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS) in August 2015. The 
NPPF advises that its content should be read in conjunction with the PPTS. Policy H of the 
PPTS, in turn, requires applications for gypsy sites to be assessed in accordance with the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development set out in the Framework, and with regard 
to the application of specific policies in both the Framework and the PPTS. 
The Government's overarching aim in the PPTS "...is to ensure fair and equal treatment for 
travellers, in a way that facilitates the traditional and nomadic way of life of travellers while 
respecting the interests of the settled community." 

To achieve this aim, local planning authorities should make their own assessment of need for 
such sites within their area for the purposes of planning and "...should set pitch targets for 
gypsies and travellers and plot targets for travelling showpeople which address the likely 
permanent and transit site accommodation needs of travellers in their area, working 
collaboratively with neighbouring local planning authorities.".

Five year supply of deliverable sites

PPTS requires local planning authorities to identify and update annually a supply of specific 
deliverable sites sufficient to provide 5 years' worth of sites against their locally set targets.



Only sites that are considered deliverable within the next five years should be included in the 
five year supply. PPTS says that to meet this criteria, a site should be “available now, offer a 
suitable location for development, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that 
development will be delivered on the site within five years. Sites with planning permission 
should be considered deliverable until permission expires, unless there is clear evidence that 
schemes will not be implemented within 5 years, for example they will not be viable, there is 
no longer a demand for the type of units or sites have long term phasing plans”.

At present, there is just over 1 years supply of sites which meet these specific criteria.  

A lack of five year supply is considered in accordance with PPTS, not NPPF (as per NPPF: 
technical adjustment: Written statement - HLWS167). PPTS says, “If a local planning 
authority cannot demonstrate an up–to-date 5 year supply of deliverable sites, this should be 
a significant material consideration in any subsequent planning decision when considering 
applications for the grant of temporary planning permission”. However, the Government 
consultation response in relation to the revisions to PPTS confirmed that, “an absence of an 
up-to-date five year supply of deliverable sites is still capable of being a material 
consideration for site proposals in those areas.” 

There is a lack of five year supply, with supply being exceptionally low. This is afforded 
weight, which is noted in the balancing exercise towards the end of this report.

Policy H of PPTS provides guidance for determining planning applications for traveller sites. 
Policy H says that  the following issues, amongst other relevant matters, should be 
considered. 

"a) the existing level of local provision and need for sites

The Hampshire Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (GTAA, 2013, table 1) 
documents current provision in East Hampshire as 25 pitches on identified sites.

JCS Policy CP15  sets out the need for  permanent pitches for gypsies and travellers within 
the district, north of the National Park. The need is as identified in the GTAA, 2013; which 
identifies a need for 22 permanent Gypsy pitches by 2027. 

The Hampshire GTAA 2013 is the most current assessment of need. East Hampshire is 
currently updating the GTAA 2013 for its district, primarily due to the changes that were made 
to PPTS in 2015. A PPTS compliant GTAA will inform any future policy updates. The update 
to the GTAA 2013 for East Hampshire commenced in January 2017 and it is anticipated 
should be finalised by June 2017. Once published, this will replace the GTAA 2013.  Whilst it 
is acknowledged that the GTAA 2013 is in part dated due to the changes to PPTS, it is 
considered to be the best source to provide a clear understanding of needs at this stage (as 
required by NPPF, para 159). 



As set out in Planning Policy's response (summarised towards the beginning of this report): 

" Since 2012 (the base date of the GTAA 2013), there have been 12 pitches granted 
permanent planning permission. Given that the GTAA 2013 identifies a need for 18 new 
pitches between 2012 and 2017, by this calculation, six pitches are therefore needed by 
2017, and 10 pitches overall. Whilst consideration of appeal decisions shows that such 
calculations are generally made using the GTAA base date, it is noted that the Local Plan 
base date is 2011 (plan period 2011- 2028). If the same calculation were done using the 
Local Plan base date, 14 pitches have been granted planning permission since then, resulting 
in a need for four pitches by 2017, and eight pitches overall. Either way, there is an identified 
unmet need for pitches in the district. (note, permissions since 2011 have been re-assessed 
as part of the evidence base informing the Local Plan part 3. These figures are the current 
understanding of pitches granted planning permissions and thus outstanding need)." 

Therefore, there is currently an unmet need for pitches in the district, north of the National 
Park. This is afforded weight and considered in the balancing exercise towards the end of this 
report.  

b) the availability (or lack) of alternative accommodation for the applicants

There is no known available alternative traveller accommodation in the district. The adjoining 
site that benefits from planning permission for two pitches is not yet complete. 

c) other personal circumstances of the applicant

The applicant does not seek a personal permission, therefore personal circumstances of 
prospective residents are not considered and weighed in the determination of this application.

d) that the locally specific criteria used to guide the allocation of sites in plans or which form 
the policy where there is no identified need for pitches/plots should be used to assess 
applications that may come forward on unallocated sites

See the assessment of JCS Policy CP15. 

e) that they should determine applications for sites from any travellers and not just those with 
local connections."

This is a non-personal application, seeking permission for Gypsy and Traveller pitches. Local 
connections of prospective residents or the applicant are not a consideration.

Policy H of PPTS states that when considering a planning application for Traveller sites, 
weight should be attached to the following matters: 
 
"a) effective use of previously developed (brownfield), untidy or derelict land



The site is not previously developed, untidy or derelict. 

b) sites being well planned or soft landscaped in such a way as to positively enhance the 
environment and increase its openness

This is considered in CP15. 

c) promoting opportunities for healthy lifestyles, such as ensuring adequate landscaping and 
play areas for children

The site would provide pitches for the travelling community who would have access to 
medical facilities, schooling for children and other amenities which would promote 
opportunities for healthy lifestyles.

d) not enclosing a site with so much hard landscaping, high walls or fences, that the 
impression may be given that the site and its occupants are deliberately isolated from the rest 
of the community"

This is considered in CP15. 

Policy H of PPTS says, :

"Local planning authorities should very strictly limit new traveller site development in open 
countryside that is away from existing settlements or outside areas allocated in the 
development plan. Local planning authorities should ensure that sites in rural areas respect 
the scale of, and do not dominate, the nearest settled community, and avoid placing an undue 
pressure on the local infrastructure."

There are three separate considerations identified in this paragraph, firstly whether the site is 
within open countryside; secondly, the site’s relationship to the nearest settled community and 
thirdly, whether ‘undue’ pressure is placed on local infrastructure.  The existing presence of 
traveller accommodation in an area, or a potential disproportionate distribution of traveller 
accommodation across the district does not necessarily result in proposals of additional 
traveller accommodation in such a locality being contrary to this part of Policy H. 

Open countryside

The site adjoins a permission for two traveller pitches and is situated adjoining the road, in a 
area of ribbon development and is not considered to be located within open countryside.

Relationship to the nearest settlement

The site is approximately 1.5 km from the settlement policy boundary of Four Marks, which is 
considered to be within a reasonable distance. The facilities within Four Marks includes: 
shops, schools, a community hall and doctors' surgeries.  



Pressure on local infrastructure

The proposal for two further gypsy pitches should not place undue pressure on local 
infrastructure.

2) JCS  Policy CP15 - Gypsies, travellers and travelling showpeople 

Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (adopted June 2014) is part of the 
development plan.

Policy CP15 is considered to be PPTS compliant, is in an up to date development plan, and 
as such, carries full weight. With regards to criteria a) of CP15, meeting an identified need is 
of relevance to this application and thus does carry full weight, as the site is within the 
countryside. Criteria a) would not be considered PPTS compliant if the site were within the 
settlement policy boundary, where this is no in principle objection to new homes, so a need 
would not need to be demonstrated. 

JCS Policy CP15 stipulates:

a) meets a need as identified by the local planning authority's accommodation assessment;

The proposal would contribute towards a recognised unmet need identified in the GTAA 2013.

b) is located conveniently for access to schools, medical services and other community 
facilities;

As set out above, the site is approximately 1.5 km from the settlement policy boundary of 
Four Marks, which is considered to be within a reasonable distance. The facilities within Four 
Marks includes: shops, schools, a community hall and doctors' surgeries.  

Access to the site can only realistically be achieved by the use of private motor vehicles and 
is not readily accessible by other means of transport. 

c) has adequate provision for access, parking, turning and servicing;

The Local Highway Authority (LHA) has raised no objection to the proposal, subject to the 
same  conditions imposed on the west development, which were to secure improvements to 
the access, on site parking provision and hard surfacing materials.

d) is capable of accommodating the number of caravans/mobile homes proposed;

The site is capable of accommodating the proposal.



e) can be adequately screened or landscaped to blend the site into its surroundings; 

The front (southern) boundary of the site currently benefits from screening by trees and 
vegetation. The other two boundaries are open.  If the Committee is minded to grant planning 
permission, it is recommended that a landscape condition be imposed, to enhance the 
existing screening and to landscape the other boundaries.

f) is capable of being provided with essential services and does not put undue pressure on 
local infrastructure and services;

It is proposed that the package sewage treatment plant for the west development would also 
be used by this proposal.  There are no drainage objections to the proposal, subject to 
conditions.

The site is considered to be capable of being provided with essential services. The provision 
of two further gypsies pitches is not considered to put undue pressure on local infrastructure 
and services. 

and

g) in addition for transit sites, is accessible to the main transport routes through the District.

Not applicable to the proposal.

CP31 Transport 

JCS Policy CP31 seeks to encourage a reduced dependence on the use of private motor 
vehicles, and says that new development should be located and designed to reduce the need 
to travel. CP31 is considered NPPF compliant, and is in an up to date Development Plan 
(2014). and as such, it carries full weight. The site cannot be easily access using alternative 
means to private motor vehicles, or on foot as there are no footpaths or street lighting within 
the locality.

The proposal does not encourage a reduced dependence on the use of private motor 
vehicles, nor is it located to reduce the need to travel. Travel for services and facilities in Four 
Marks will be necessary and, therefore, the proposal does not support this policy aim. This is 
balanced with other material planning considerations, including the need for sites and the lack 
of alternatives, discussed later in this report.



3) Progress of site allocations

Local Plan Part 3: Development Management Policies and Other Allocations is currently 
being prepared. It is however at the early stages of preparation, with a regulation 18 
consultation scheduled in March 2018 and adoption scheduled in October 2019. A call for 
sites has yet to be done. Informed by the updated GTAA, allocations will be made for 
Traveller pitches in Local Plan Part 3. It is accepted that this is a way off and, as such, is 
afforded little weight. 

4) Visual impact

The site is in the countryside, but not within a sensitive or open rural location, albeit the South 
Downs National Park lies to the east. The NPPF identifies one of the core principles of the 
planning system as recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. 

JCS Policy CP29 seeks to ensure that development proposals are of exemplary standards of 
design and architecture, with a high quality external appearance that respect the area's 
particular characteristics.  It requires that developments are sympathetic to their setting in 
terms of scale, height and massing, their relationship to adjoining buildings, spaces around 
buildings, and that developments should make a positive contribution to the overall 
appearance of the area.  CP29 is considered NPPF compliant, and is in an up to date 
Development Plan (2014). and as such, it carries full weight.

The site benefits from some existing screening with visibility limited to the adjacent highway 
and the property to the east, known as the Brambles, with longer views into the site from 
properties to the north.  The Council's Landscape Officer has advised that if permission is 
forthcoming a revised landscaping plan would be required that includes native hedge and tree 
planting on the northern boundary. 

The PPTS provides for such proposals in rural areas and that as a consequence the 
character and appearance of such sites would change, as may the surrounding locality.  
However, the impact on the locality has to be balanced against the recognised need for such 
sites, which has been identified in the GTAA and Policy CP15.  The proposal would extend 
and consolidate the west development along this part of Willis Lane, if granted by the 
Committee.  However, having full regard to the impact of the proposal and its individual merits 
this would not be significantly detrimental to the character and appearance of the locality, and 
would be  mitigated, to a degree, by an appropriate landscape scheme, if permission is 
forthcoming, secured through a condition.  



With the exception of Janeland (and the development to the west, which are authorised gypsy 
sites) at the junction of Willis Lane and Headmore Lane, residential development within the 
locality tends to be large houses on spacious plots. The design and layout of the proposal is 
that of a caravan site (as is the west development), which has been granted on other such 
sites within the district. The proposal would be residential, albeit it is provided in the form of 
caravans, with associated development. The proposal would be different in appearance, 
nature and scale to existing residential development within the locality. However, this in itself 
is not considered to be materially harmful to the character and appearance of the locality, or 
contrary to Policy CP29 of the JCS.

The resultant development would sit comfortably on the plot and the provision for amenity is 
adequate.

5)  Impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties

Policy CP27 of the JCS requires that developments would not have an unacceptable impact 
on the amenity of the occupiers of neighbouring properties through loss of privacy or 
excessive overshadowing. 

The proposal would be closer to The Brambles to the east than the west development by 
approximately 37 metres. (The distance between the application site at its closest point and 
the western boundary of The Brambles is approximately 36 metres.)  Following a site visit 
where the impact on all neighbouring properties has been assessed, it is considered that the 
proposal would be sufficiently distanced, orientated and designed so as to have no significant 
effect on the amenities of the neighbouring properties, in particular to their outlook, privacy or 
available light.

6) Highway issues

The LHA has raised no objection to the proposal subject to the same conditions imposed on 
the west development, relating to the access, on site parking provision and hard surfacing 
materials.

7) Drainage

There are no drainage objections to the proposal, subject to conditions concerning foul and 
surface water drainage provision. 

8) Representations 

At the time of writing this report, the west development has not yet been completed. This does 
not demonstrate that there is not a need for such accommodation, which has been found to 
be the case in the Council's GTAA 2013. The need is assessed on a district basis, rather than 
by individual local area within the district. The consideration of impact on a locality is made in 
terms of Policy H of PPTS.



As to the deliverability of the west development, the applicant has advised "I am currently 
working on site, preparing to implement the approved pitches following the conditions now 
approved, and should the new planning application be a positive outcome, it is my intention to 
do the same there.  I am happy for conditions to be applied to any approval for the use by 
Gypsies and Travellers only." Note this is provided for information only. PPTS sets out the 
test with regards to planning permissions and deliverability. 

As to the conditions suggested by the Parish, those that would be reasonable, necessary and 
relevant to the development, would be in relation to landscaping and a restriction on 
commercial activities on the site. However, with regard to the latter it is inevitable that given 
the nature of gypsy and traveller use, there would be some form of incidental business activity 
associated with their occupation of the land.

The Parish Council identified concerns that the site allocations process is not yet complete, 
and that it would be premature to approve this site until the study is concluded. 

Planning Policy Guidance (at 21b-014-20140306) provides that the refusal of permission on 
grounds of prematurity is unlikely to be justified other than when it is clear that the adverse 
impacts of granting permission significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. PPG 
advises that such circumstances are likely to be limited to situations where either: 

“(a) the development is so substantial or its cumulative effect so significant that to grant 
permission would undermine the plan-making process by predetermining decisions about the 
scale, location and phasing that are central to an emerging Local Plan; or 

(b) the emerging plan is at an advanced stage but is not yet part of the development plan. 

Refusal of planning permission on grounds of prematurity will seldom be justified where a 
draft Local Plan has yet to be submitted for examination”

Neither is considered to be applicable in this case.

With regards to potential future expansion, if further applications are received, they will be 
considered on their individual merits. This application cannot consider any future possible 
development proposals. Equally with regards to setting a precedent, any future proposals will 
be considered in accordance with the development plan and relevant material planning 
considerations. Material planning considerations, such as five year supply, unmet need, lack 
of alternatives and progress of the development plan (site allocations) change over time, and 
as such, decisions are unlikely to set a precedent. 



9) Balancing exercise

JCS policies CP19 and CP15 carry full weight. It is considered that the proposal accords with 
policy CP19 in that there is a need for a countryside location. That said,  the countryside is 
protected for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty, and the harm to the countryside is 
considered and weighed against the benefits of this proposal. The absence of a five year 
supply of deliverable sites is given significant weight, particularly given the low amount of 
supply and time until site allocations are made (2019).  The lack of alternative sites is given 
considerable weight, as is the unmet need for pitches. It is likely that future allocations will be 
made in the countryside, however, this is unknown at present and it is not impossible for sites 
to come forward in settlement policy boundaries, although experience suggests this is 
unlikely. This is given limited weight.   

The site is outside of the settlement policy boundary, but within reasonable driving distance of 
facilities and services. Whilst services and facilities are nearby, they need to be access by 
motor vehicles. The benefit of services and facilities nearby is outweighed by having to drive 
to them (CP31). 

The harm to the countryside, which will change  is given some weight, but it overridden by the 
recognised need for gypsy and traveller pitches. 

If the Committee is minded to refuse the application and considers different weights should be 
attached to the material considerations, as set out above, the balancing exercise should be 
re-done, to decide whether a temporary permission should be granted. It should be noted that 
when considering a temporary permission and the harm to the countryside, whilst the harm 
may be less because it is over a temporary period, the extent to which the harm is reduced 
needs to be considered with regards to potential limitations on conditions, such as 
landscaping schemes, over a temporary period. 

Conclusion

Due weight has been given to all of the representations received and all other material 
considerations. It is considered that the development would not be materially harmful to the 
locality, the amenity of neighbours, or be overbearing to the community. There are no 
highway or drainage objections.

Under Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004,  the proposal must 
be determined in accordance with the development plan unless  material considerations 
indicate otherwise. Such proposals may be located within rural areas and, therefore, are an 
exception to the general restraint imposed on certain types of development located outside of 
settlement policy boundaries.  It is, therefore, considered that there are no material 
considerations that would warrant the determination of the proposal otherwise than in 
accordance with the development plan and national planning policy guidance and that 
planning permission should be granted, subject to the imposition of conditions.

RECOMMENDATION  PERMISSION subject to the following conditions:



1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration 
of three years from the date of this planning permission.
Reason - To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990

2 The site shall not be occupied by any persons other than gypsies and 
travellers as defined in Annex 1: Glossary of Planning policy for travellers 
sites, or any subsequent documents that defines the definition of gypsies 
and travellers.
Reason - The site lies in a locality where permission would not normally 
be granted for residential development.

3 There shall be no more than 2 pitches on the site and on each of the 2 
pitches hereby approved no more than 2 caravans as defined in the 
Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 and the Caravans 
Sites Act 1968 (or any subsequent legislation that defines caravans), shall 
be stationed at any time, of which only 1 caravan shall be static a 
caravan. 
Reason - To control the level of residential use on the land, and in the 
interests of amenity. 

4 The utility/day  rooms hereby permitted shall be restricted to use as 
ancillary accommodation to the caravan site from which they  shall not be 
let, sold separately, or severed thereafter.
Reason - The site is in an area where a new dwelling would not normally 
be permitted.

5 No commercial activities shall take place on the land, including the 
storage of materials.
Reason - In the interest of the amenity of the area.  

6 No more than one commercial vehicle per pitch shall be kept on the land 
for use by the occupiers of the caravans hereby permitted, and it shall not 
exceed 3.5 tonnes in weight. 
Reason - In the interests of the amenity of the area.

7 No development shall start on site until a fully detailed landscape and 
planting scheme for the site has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Planning Authority.  The works shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details and in accordance with the 
recommendations of the appropriate British Standards or other 
recognised codes of good practice.  These works shall be carried out in 
the first planting season after practical completion or first 
occupation of the development, whichever is earlier, unless otherwise 
first agreed in writing by the Planning Authority.



Any trees or plants which, within a period of 5 years after planting, are 
removed, die or become seriously damaged or defective, shall be 
replaced as soon as is reasonably practicable with others of species, size 
and number as originally approved unless otherwise first agreed in writing 
by the Planning Authority.

Reason - In the interests of the visual amenities of the locality and to 
enable proper consideration to be given to the impact of the proposed 
development on existing trees. It is considered necessary for this to be a 
pre-commencement condition as it relates to the amenity of the area, and 
thus goes to the heart of the planning permission.  

8 No development shall start on site until the access, including the verge 
crossing shall be constructed and lines of sight of 2.4m metres by 160 
metres provided. The lines of sight splays shall be kept free of any 
obstruction exceeding 1 metre in height above the
adjacent carriageway and shall be subsequently maintained so thereafter.
Reason - To provide satisfactory access and in the interests of highway 
safety. It is considered necessary for this to be a pre-commencement 
condition as it relates to highway safety, and thus goes to the heart of the 
planning permission.  

9 Before the development is first occupied provision for parking shall 
have been made within the site in accordance with the approved plans 
and shall be retained solely for parking purposes thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate on-site car parking provision for the 
approved development.

10 The proposed hard surface/s shall either be made of porous materials or 
provision shall be made to direct run-off water from the hard surface/s to a 
permeable or porous surface within the site. 
Reason - To ensure adequate provision for surface water drainage and 
avoid discharge of water onto the public highway.

11 No development shall commence on site until details of a scheme for foul 
and surface water drainage has been submitted to, and approved in 
writing by, the Local Planning Authority.  Such details should include 
provision for all surface water drainage from parking areas and areas of 
hardstanding to prevent surface water from discharging onto the highway 
and should be based on site investigation and percolation tests.  The 
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details 
before any part of the development is first occupied and shall be retained 
thereafter.



Reason - To ensure adequate provision for drainage. It is considered 
necessary for this to be a pre-commencement condition as such details 
need to be taken into account in the construction of the development and 
thus go to the heart of the planning permission.
Note: The applicant is requested to contact the Council's Drainage 
Consultant as soon as possible to discuss the details required for the 
discharge of the above condition.

12 No external lighting/floodlighting shall be erected on the site without the 
prior approval, in writing, of the local Planning Authority. The approved 
details shall be installed, operated and, therefore, maintained in 
accordance with the approved scheme.
Reason - In the interests of the amenity of the area.

13 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance 
with the following approved plans and particulars:

Application form
Block plan
Location plan
Proposed floor and elevations (utility/day room)
Planning statement
Planning policy for traveller sites
Additional pitches (proposed plots 3 & 4 plus associated vehicle parking
Emails dated 23/12/16 & 1/2/17

Reason - To ensure provision of a satisfactory development

Informative Notes to Applicant:

1 Please contact the Council's Private Sector Housing Team to obtain a 
Caravan Site Licence under the Housing Act 2004.

2 Environmental Services recommends developers follow the risk 
management framework provided in ‘CLR 11 – Model procedures for the 
Management of Land Contamination’ when dealing with land affected by 
contamination and ‘Planning Policy Statement 23 – Planning and 
Pollution Control’. A leaflet entitled "Development on Potentially 
Contaminated Land" is available as a download on the following East 
Hampshire District Council website 
http://www.easthants.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/ContaminatedL
andGuide.pdf



and which contains a template for a Completion Statement. This should 
be completed by the applicant at the end of the development, regardless 
of whether contamination was
investigated/discovered on site. Approval of this statement will enable 
discharge of the unsuspected contamination condition.

CASE OFFICER: Lesley Wells 01730 234223
———————————————————————————————————————



SECTION 1   Item 01    Land West of Brambles, Willis Lane, Four Marks, Alton

Block plan



SECTION 1   Item 01    Land West of Brambles, Willis Lane, Four Marks, Alton

Additional pitches plan


